PN2594  Special regions or countries: Europe: Great Britain. England: History: By period: Modern: 19th century

**PN3318  Prose: Prose fiction**

| PN3329  Philosophy: Theory                  |
| PN3331  General: Recent                    |
| PN3335  Aesthetics: Criticism              |
| PN3352  Relation to and treatment of special subjects: Other special (A-Z) |

| PN3353  General works                      |
| PN3355  Technique: Authorship              |
| PN3383  Special aspects of technique: Other (A-Z) |

| PN3427  Special kinds of fiction: Fiction genres |
| PN3435  Tales of wonder or terror etc: Fantastic fiction |
| PN3448  Other (A-Z)                           |

| PN3451  History                            |
| PN3491  By period: Modern                  |
| PN3503  20th century                       |

**PN4021  Oratory**

| PN4181  Oratory: Elocution: Special: Debating: Treatises |

**PN4724  Journalism**

| PN4724  Journalism: The periodical press: |
| PN4784  Technique: Practical journalism: Special: Other (A-Z) |
| PN5124  By region or country: Europe: Great Britain: England: Special topics (A-Z) |

**PN6014  Collections of general literature**

| PN6071  Collections, extracts, etc: By subject (A-Z) |
| PN6147  Wit and humor                               |
| PN6149  History and criticism: Special topics (A-Z)  |
| PN6710  Comic books: Strips: General works          |

For more information visit our website  
www.ru.nl/library and click on the  
Need help? button or ask for help  
at the service desk.
**PN1 Literature (General)**

**PN1** Periodicals

**PN3** French

**PN4** German

**PN41** Encyclopedias. Dictionaries

**PN45** Theory. Philosophy. Esthetics

**PN45.5** General works. Ideals. Content. Plots. Motives

**PN48** Forms of literature

**PN49** Relation to and treatment of special elements, problems and subjects

**PN51** Philosophy. Ethics. Religion

**PN55** Relation to sociology. Economics. Political science (Including social ideals and forces etc. in literature)

**PN56** Other special

**PN56.4** Characters

**PN56.5** Special classes of people (A-Z)

**PN57** Individual characters (A-Z)

**PN57.D7 Don Juan**

**PN75** Biography of literary critics and historians: Individual (A-Z)

**PN80** Criticism

**PN81** Theory. Canons

**PN85** Addresses. Essays. Lectures

**PN86** History

**PN94** 20th century

**PN98** Special topics. By subject (A-Z)

**PN99** By region or country (A-Z)

**PN131** Authorship

**PN162** Authorship as a profession. Ethics. Relations. Social conditions of authors: Editing of books and manuscripts

**PN171** Other special topics (A-Z)

**PN171.6** Technique. Literary composition

**PN203** General special

**PN205** Style

**PN212** Narration

**PN228** Special elements of style: Figures: Special (A-Z)

**PN241** Translating as a literary pursuit

**PN441** Literary history

**PN441** Theory and method

**PN603** Special relations. Movements. Currents: Romanticism

**PN661** By period

**PN661** Medieval (to 1500)

**PN671** General works: 1801-: American. English

**PN681** Addresses. Essays. Lectures

**PN682** Special topics (A-Z)

**PN685** Special forms of medieval literature: Legends: Arthurian legends

**PN695** Modern

**PN710** Addresses. Essays. Lectures

**PN771** 20th century: American and English

**PN849** Literatures. By region or country: Other regions or countries (A-Z)

**PN1008.2** Juvenile literature: Periodicals

**PN1009** General works. History

**PN1010** Poetry

**PN1031** Theory. Philosophy. Relations

**PN1040** Poetics: Greek and Latin

**PN1574** The performing arts. Show business

**PN1590** Special topics (A-Z)

**PN1601** Drama

**PN1631** Philosophy. Aesthetics. Scope. Relations

**PN1721** History

**PN1861** By period: Modern: 20th century

**PN1992** Broadcasting: Television broadcasts

**PN1992.3** By region or country (A-Z)

**PN1992.6** Special topics

**PN1992.77** Programs. Scripts

**PN1992.8** Other special topics (A-Z)

**PN1993** Motion pictures

**PN1993.5** History

**PN1994** General works

**PN1995** General special

**PN1995.3** Relation to literature

**PN1995.5** Relation to ethics

**PN1995.9** Other special topics (A-Z)

**PN1995.9.D6** Documentary films (Including industrial films)

**PN1995.9.H5** Historical films


**PN1997** Plays. Scenarios

**PN1997.1A** Collections

**PN1997.2A-Z** Individual motion pictures: Motion pictures produced through 2000. By title of motion picture (A-Z)

**PN1997.4A6** Metropolis

**PN1997.85** Film and video adaptations

**PN1998.3** Biography: Individual (A-Z)

**PN2003** Dramatic representation. The theater

**PN2039** Philosophy. Aesthetics. Relation to other arts